anur Road
Thrikkaripur – Payy

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
3rd Floor to 13th Floor

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

TYPE A - 3 Bedroom Apartments
Super Bulit-up Area – 1885 sq. ft.
Carpet Area as per RERA – 1271 sq. ft.
2nd Floor to 13th Floor

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

TYPE B - 2 Bedroom Apartments
Super Built-up Area - 1325 sq. ft.
Carpet Area as per RERA - 884 sq. ft.
1st Sloor to 13th Floor

ONGOING PROJECTS - KERALA

SREEROSH SEA BREEZE

SREEROSH iRIS

SREEROSH BHARATH

SREEROSH ORBIT

Temple Gate, Thalassery

Kannothumuchal, Kannur

Mankavu, Kozhikode

Podikunndu, Kannur

ONGOING PROJECTS - CHENNAI

~ The Furniture and fittings shown in the plan are indicative only and for
better understanding of the plan and does not form part of the actual contract.
~ The dimensions shown for walls and openings may vary slightly and a
tolerance level of 10% is to be expected in wall thickness in actual conditions.

SREEROSH ZINIA

SREEROSH GARDENIA

SREEROSH ASTREA

Anna Nagar East

Kilpauk Garden Colony

Kilpauk

SREEROSH LAURENTIA

SREEROSH VATSALYA

Kilpauk

Adyar

TYPE C - 3 Bedroom Apartments
Super Built-up Area - 1975 sq. ft.
Carpet Area as per RERA - 1330 sq. ft.
1st Floor to 13th Floor

FEW COMPLETED PROJECTS

Sreerosh Springdale
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Seascape
Thalassery, Kerala

Sreerosh Willow Heights
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Bay Heights
Kannur, Kerala

SREEROSH DEVELOPERS (P) LTD.
C O M PA N Y OV E R V I E W

Sreerosh Emerald Heights
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Sreepadmam
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Midtown
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Harmony
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Properties was founded in 1994 by

An honest builder at heart and deeply

Sreedharan Payani, a reputed Real Estate

anchored to the creation of value,

Developer and a native of Payyanur, North

Sreedharan’s unwavering commitment to

Kerala.

quality and integrity continues to define

Founded with a vision to create lasting value
in realty, his projects reflected an optimal

Sreedharan Payani holds a Master’s Degree in

combination of land use, entitlement, and

Civil Engineering from The Indian Institute of

construction expertise. His approach to real

Technology, Madras.

estate reflected his deep understanding of the
urban landscape and the need for residential,
Sreerosh Green Acres
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Residency
Calicut, Kerala

Sreerosh Seaface
Calicut, Kerala

Sreerosh Belvedere
Calicut, Kerala

commercial, and mixed-use environments.
With no competing interests, he has made
building homes his singular focus, for 25 years,

Freedom Square
Coimbatore

has translated to a combined development
- residential and commercial projects across
Chennai, Coimbatore, Kozhikode, and Kannur
with new Projects in the execution phase.

Sreerosh Athena
Mogappair West, Chennai

Sreerosh Centre
Kilpauk, Chennai

Sreerosh Renaissance
Kilpauk, Chennai

Kerala and their unique sensibilities.

integrity, and value creation - a Sreerosh

portfolio of more than 2 .5 million square feet

Sreerosh Anthea
Mogappair West, Chennai

caters exclusively to the realty market in

Dedicated to the core values of excellence,

record of high performance and success which
Sreerosh Karun Villa
Kannur, Kerala

Developers (P) Limited - A Company that

buyer.

award-winning Company with a proven track
Sreerosh Centre
Kannur, Kerala

Sreerosh Symphony is a project by Sreerosh

delivering nothing but the best to the home

Today, Sreerosh is recognized as an

Sreerosh Brownstone
Calicut, Kerala

Sreerosh Properties.

legacy, Sreerosh Developers (P) Limited is
co-managed by Reji AP and Shobhiraj CS,
Civil Engineers and Real Estate Specialists
with collective and extensive experience in
Kerala's realty segment. Associated with the
Parent Company, Sreerosh Properties, since
2006 in multiple leadership capacities, they
bring their expertise and commitment to
Sreerosh Developers (P) Limited as Directors.

